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To: Garner, Jennifer; Rajchel, Lisa; Michael Maher

Subject: US National Body Endorsement of Mr. Alex Li as the US Candidate for JTC 1 Special Working Group on Accessibility Convener

Dear Jennifer:

This is to advise of the US National Body endorsement of Mr. Alex Li as the US candidate for JTC 1 Special Working Group on Accessibility (SWG-A) Convener.

Please advise if you need anything further in order to complete this endorsement.

Regards,
Henrietta

Henrietta Scully
Program Manager
Standards Facilitation
hscully@ansi.org
Alex Li Bio
Alex Li is the manager for public accessibility policies and standards at SAP, the largest European software company. His primary responsibility is to represent SAP in addressing global accessibility public policies and accessibility technical standards development. He is responsible for establishing the Voluntary Product Accessibility Template (VPAT) process within SAP. He has been involved with the work of JTC1 Special Working Group on Accessibility (SWG-A) since its initial kick-off. He served as the JTC1 SWG-A-Task Group 2 chair, TEITAC liaison, and inventory ad hoc group. Alex also represents SAP as a member of the W3C Web Accessibility Initiative (WAI) Steering Council and Web Content Accessibility Guidelines Working Group (WCAG WG). Alex has been with SAP for 8 years and is based in Palo Alto, California.